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---------------------- SQLeonardo Activation Code (SQL On Leonardo) is a graphical DB browser and editor for the IBM i
environment. SQLeonardo lets you interactively edit a SQL request and review any underlying data in an i5/OS DB2
environment. SQLeonardo allows you to create and edit SQL requests, review data contained in database tables and
browse database tables without writing an RTFM (Read the fine manual). SQLeonardo Features: --------------------- It is a
fast, powerful tool that works with a database. The actual code editor doesn't have to interact with the database.
SQLeonardo lets you edit commands with direct access to a database. Also you can view data in a graphical way and
modify it as you like. So you can view data in the database tables, edit it and save it back to the database at the
same time. SQLeonardo allows you to create and edit SQL requests (text editor), view data contained in database
tables and browse database tables. SQLeonardo comes with IBM i M4.1 and later platform This product is for IBM i-
Based OS only Unlimited trial version can be activated There is no limitation in the number of connection per user It
is required to have RTFM account for downloading this utility SQLeonardo gives 20 days trial version. Download free
download link SQLeonardo for IBM i. Please use it without any problems. If you have any other queries, kindly share it
with us. RSQT 3.0 is an internal tool developed and written by IBM Corporation for management of the IBM i DOS
command-line version of the OS/400 operating system. RSQT 3.0 Description: --------------------- Version 3.0 of the RSQT
utility provides a command-line interface for client/server monitoring of the IBM i DOS command-line version of the
OS/400 operating system. This utility is a client-server program for the i5/OS environment, running on MVS Release
7.2 or later for DOS operating systems. This utility is provided for ISM Subscription Customer Support, Voluntary
Customer Support and IBM Partner Support. RSQT 3.0 Features: -------------------- The basic functions of RSQT allow you
to monitor and control the configuration status of a database, computer system and computer component. These
functions include: Configure – enable or disable a computer or component
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SQLeonardo is an advanced database viewer and command line utility that will allow you to efficiently access and
edit data contained in database tables and database views. This version of SQLeonardo comes with 20 built in
database views and 10 table commands - but more commands can be added at any time. SQObject to work with SQL
Tables: If you want to manipulate the rows of the SQL tables, you can use this SQL utility. SQObject Description:
SQObject is a powerful and simple table editor, both to work with SQL data tables and SQL database views.
SQLObject can query, edit, preview, insert, update and delete data of SQL database tables using a classic interface
and the standard SQL language. The utility will execute queries in different ways and use different methods to
perform its functions. SQObject Features: SQL, ODBC, Oracle, PostgreSQL, MSSQL, JDBC and MYSQL table queries
SQL functions can be used on the results of the queries Select, group, order and filter by column names Search and
replace strings View the data in CSV (Comma Separated Values) format Show the available columns for the selected
row Inspect all the columns contents and their column names Write the data to the stream that is selected or the file
specified by the user Preview the queries before execution Script the resulting changes to the database to create
new databases Save and load the script with the data tables SQL functions can be used on the results of the queries
SQLObject Automatic correction of the table contents SQL, ODBC, Oracle, PostgreSQL, MSSQL, JDBC and MYSQL
SQObject Details and User Guide: Download: SQLObject (For Mac OS X 10.8) (AppStore) SQLObject (For Windows XP)
(Download) SQLObject (For Windows Vista) (Download) Download (For Windows 7) (Download) SQObject (For Linux)
(SourceForge) SQObject (For Linux) (SourceForge) SQObject (For Microsoft Windows XP) SQObject (For Microsoft
Windows Vista) SQObject (For Linux) SQObject (For Microsoft Windows XP) SQObject (For Microsoft Windows Vista)
SQObject (For Microsoft Windows XP) SQObject (For Microsoft Windows Vista b7e8fdf5c8
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SQLeonardo 

SQLeonardo is a powerful and easy-to-use database tool for entering SQL queries into the "command" panel.
SQLeonardo can read Oracle, Sybase, and Microsoft databases such as Access, MySQL, DB2, Informix, SQL Server
and Sybase. What is New in this Release: The major update to SQLeonardo will be the new dataset editor. There is
new dataset collection based on SQL commands, including newly supported types of SQL statements. What is new in
Version 8: New views for selecting data, collections, and SQL commands. New datasets including: subqueries, Pivot,
Group and many others. New advanced collections based on SQL, including Merge, Union, and many others. New
reports and dataset data export functions. New dataset filters based on exact or fuzzy search. Ability to search/filter
SQL database, using where clause. Ability to pass variables to SQL. Ability to use wildcards in variable. Explore and
create SQL SQL statements. Explore and create sql snippets. SQLeonardo has a new powerful dataset editor that
allows you to interactively create datasets and SQL queries to be executed against the selected dataset. SQLeonardo
provides a fully integrated version of the famous SQL "IN" construct to specify tables, columns, or even database
views in the SQL code. You can also use a syntax similar to that of DB2 to specify a table, column, or view, and you
can use SQL wildcards to specify a table or column and to specify a range of columns. In addition to the ability to
search for and to filter datasets according to query results, SQLeonardo provides a more graphical way to explore
and create SQL statements. This new mode supports all the most interesting SQL constructs, including table joins,
joins on both sides, unions, and grouping. This new dataset editor also allows you to copy entire datasets as fully-
fledged schemas. You can also attach datasets to the database context you are working with. SQLeonardo is aware
of the role model, in that SQL commands can be filtered and regrouped according to their own type. For example,
you can filter SQL commands by target database. This release includes many other features, including a new
advanced collections editor, new datasets and a new powerful dataset editor, improved reports, a database query
builder, and more. SQLeonardo is not a general database tool but a tool that lets you solve a

What's New in the SQLeonardo?

The open source database product that is enhancing the functionality of dbMonitor for SQL Server, Oracle, MySQL,
Oracle, PostgreSQL and SQLite. Unparalleled database monitoring for SQL Server, Oracle, MySQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL
and SQLite. dbMonitor for SQL Server, Oracle, MySQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL and SQLite gives you the power and ease-
of-use of a command line utility to analyze and monitor your databases. SQLSMSPro is a powerful command line
utility for SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS) that allows you to generate extensive report strings for querying
your databases. The report strings generated by SQLSMSPro can be extremely powerful, and they can be combined
with conditional operators to make even more powerful queries. A useful addition to this product is the ability to
export a report to HTML or RTF. SQLSMSPro is very powerful, very easy to use, and extremely fast. In many ways, it
is more powerful than the Windows SQL Server Agent, but unlike the Windows SQL Server Agent it does not have to
be run manually. SQLSMSPro makes it possible to select elements of any SQL Server database using a graphical user
interface. And that way you can query your databases. The application queries a SQL Server Database by using the
stored procedure sp_MSForeachDB, so it can be used with any DBMS supported by SQL Server. SQLSMSPro generates
report strings that are a fraction of the size of those generated by SQL Server Management Studio for a similar set of
queries. The difference is that SQLSMSPro is a command line tool that uses the SQL Server system resources to the
fullest and is therefore considerably faster. SQLSMSPro also has the potential to be vastly more powerful than SQL
Server Management Studio if it is used to its full potential. SQLSMSPro has an unusual design. Most programmable
tools look similar to SQL Server Management Studio. SQLSMSPro looks like a command line tool. What this means is
that it is possible to integrate a form-based user interface into the design of SQLSMSPro. This allows for a very
powerful tool with an unusual design and ease-of-use. SQLSMSPro is a cross-platform application and it is supported
by SourceForge and the main developer. Also the program is open source and licensed under the GPL. The
SQLCOMPTODB project allows you to export data into a RTF
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System Requirements For SQLeonardo:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 CPU: Intel i3 2.4GHz or AMD Athlon II 3.2GHz or better RAM: 4 GB GPU: GeForce GTX 470 or
Radeon HD 5770 Disc: Free space 800 MB (or better) Recommended: OS: Windows 7 or Windows 8 CPU: Intel i5
2.4GHz or AMD Phenom II 3.2GHz or better GPU: GeForce GTX 560 or Radeon HD 7970
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